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March 4, 2021 
Dear Mayor Borrowman and Council; 
 
RE: TSMV ASPs -  Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission to Council.   
 
I speak in opposition to the two TSMV Area Structure Plans under consideration by Council.  After 
reading both ASP’s, the documentation before Council is considerable.  Add the historical decisions that 
go back some 30 years and this matter becomes complex and often confusing even for people in the 
land use business.  Ultimately, it is important that Council examine the implications of these ASPs with a 
critical eye. 
 
The Shifting Original Vision - In its simplest form, the 1992 NRCB decision report was a deal – Three 
Sisters Resort (TSR) gives the Town a world-class conference centre/ hotel/ resort and The Town will 
give TSR approx. 5500 residential units - all the while doing so in a safe and environmentally responsible 
manner.  Any land development is full of risks, but the NRCB decision assumed such a proper resort 
would be viable (if the Town wanted it) and in the Provincial interest. It seems this original deal 
morphed and decayed over three decades.   Some history; 
 

• In 1996, TSR presented the Town with a large poster hung at the entrance of the (then) Town 
Office featuring a proposed 400 unit hotel/ conference centre aspiring to the grandeur of the 
Banff Springs or the Rimrock Resort Hotel.  A prime intent was to take the economic chill off the 
shoulder seasons and boost the provincial and regional economy with a signature destination 
facility for all seasons.   

• A few years later, TSR abandoned that in favour of a mining-themed Village complete with false 
front façades, and scaled-down individual hotels.    

• Thereafter, the next proposal was a Wellness Centre with boutique spas, but no conference 
centre. 

• Then came other ASP‘s that have built residential, but how much commercial/ industrial has 
actually transpired in those 30 years? 

 
This record alone should give Council pause.   
 
Patient and Not So Patient Money – So, I have to ask, does Council want a signature conference centre 
hotel as originally envisioned?  Is that a way forward?  Has there even been a substantive discussion on 
the matter?   
 
To follow through with the original NRCB-era ‘signature resort’ concept requires  “patient money” with 
detailed planning and execution to finance and construct the (non-residential) facilities, build the 
marketing and take responsibility for a sustainable operation under changing circumstances.  It requires 
a commitment that only comes with the availability of patient money – financiers with vision and the 
belief that Canmore is a good place for such a long term investment.  Instead, “impatient money” must 
gravitate to relatively quick turnover of residential development, while shifting long-term risk and 
operational costs to downstream builders and the community as a whole.   
 
ASP’s out of scale with community values - ASP Bylaw 1-98 provided a framework for another 2847 
residential units.  The developer is asking far more than that.  In addition, they are asking to add other 
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lands into the MDP growth boundary not anticipated by the 1992 NRCB decision.  Affordable housing 
decisions have been downloaded to third-party builders.  Provincially approved wildlife corridors are 
suspect and undermining liabilities remain well-founded concerns. The concerns go on and on. 
 
What is being proposed in these two ASPs is little more than a stretched out residential development 
with a tourist home component and supporting commercial/residential, if and when the developer 
decides to service land so others may (or may not) build it.   
 
If you don’t ask, you don’t get - That adage appears to be the approach of the proposed ASPs - 
maximize developer opportunities and shuffle details to future “adaptive management” and third party 
responsibility.  Once the Town approves the ASP and once TSMV makes financial commitments, the 
ability for the Town to remedy bad policy outcomes 5 or 10 years down the road becomes increasingly 
difficult and legally fraught.   
 
So what’s a Council to do? -  Will the current proposal be of long term benefit to the environment and 
the community?  Will the community support these proposals?  Not likely on either count.  Some 
suggested approaches; 
 

1) Start over - First, refuse the ASP’s at 2nd reading.  Do not try to amend or approve these area 
structure plans.  The vision is wrong for Canmore and there are just too many issues to repair.  
This matter may need to be parked and resolved by the next Council in November 2021.   
 

2. Be clear and detailed about what is acceptable - Instead of just reacting to TSMV proposals 
over and over again, the Town needs to be clear and detailed about what the Town wants to 
achieve on these lands and how it should be achieved.  This would include performance 
standards, minimums and maximums as well as thinking through detailed implementation 
processes.   

 
It may require contracting outside consultants, but they will take direction from the Town this 
time, not the developer.  The Town of Canmore’s Terms of Reference for these two ASP’s (dated 
October 2018) contained 5 ½ pages of history and general topic areas to guide TSMV.  Another 6 
pages talked about the ASP approval process.  This was inadequate and an invitation for the 
landowner to overreach.   

 
3. Undertake a proper engagement process -  A lot of thoughtful, articulate residents live here for 

good reason.  Create a Town-led process and bring together these residents, TSMV and The 
Province (if they are amenable) into the municipal decision-making process before submitting a 
detailed terms of reference to the landowners.   The prospect of resuming in-person 
consultation in 2022 is another reason to wait until the next Council is elected. 

 
Canmore is a uniquely beautiful town, unlike anywhere else in Canada.  Canmore deserves better. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Frank Liszczak 


